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necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the objectives set out in the cookie policy. To learn more or to withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking on the link, or continuing to
browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Contents 10 After the instructions for use provided in the operating manual for starting the appliance, make sure that the power socket is working when another appliance is connected. If it is still not working, do not attempt
to dismantle or repair the device yourself, and don't take it to a approved repair centre rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta Rowenta In 2005, the European Commission launched a new 2007 framework for the
exchange of information PDF download or read online Rowenta Instructions for use Mode d'emploi Instructivo de operación FIRST CLASS Recent Added: DW8183U1 ACCESSTEAM ROWENTA ROWENTA ROWENTA IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS When using the iron, you
should always observe the basic precautions when using it, including: Read all instructions before using 1. Use only the iron for its intended purpose. 2. To avoid the risk of electric shock, do not immerse the iron in water or other liquids. 3. Always switch off the iron before connecting the iron
or disconnecting the iron from the power socket. Never pull the cord to disconnect the iron from the power socket; instead, pinch the plug and pull the plug to disconnect the iron. 4. Do not allow the cord to touch hot surfaces. Allow the iron to cool completely before releasing the iron. Coil
cable freely around the iron while holding. 5. Always disconnect the iron from the power socket, empty the water from the iron and when the iron is not used before filling the iron with water. 6. Do not use the iron with a damaged cord or if the iron has been dropped or damaged. To avoid the
risk of electric shock, do not disassemble the iron. Take it to a qualified service specialist for examination and repair. Improper assembly may lead to a risk of electric shock when the iron is used after re-assembly. 7. Care must be taken closely against any device used by or in close to
children. Do not leave the iron unattended until the iron is connected or Boards. 8. Burns can occur by touching parts of hot metal, hot water or steam. By turning STEAM IRON upside down, carefully – may hot water in the tank. 9. To avoid circuit overload, do not use the iron in the same
circuit with another high power device. 10. If an extension cord is required, a 15-amper cable should be used. The cord for fewer amps may overheat. Care must be taken to ensure that the cord is installed in such a way that it cannot be pulled out or fallen. 11. This appliance is not intended
for use by children and other persons with physical, sen- sory, Rowenta ROWENTA | File type: PDF | File name: ROWENTA COMPACT STEAM IRON DA1560 IRON. PDF | Size: 3.98 MB | Language: English download user guide Select a board that is adjusted to the height to adjust it to
your height. It must be constant and firm so that you can insert the ironing device. The board must be perforated so that the steam can pass through the fabric fibres to soften it and make it easier to iron. The ironing board cover should also be suitable for steam flowing. What is the vertical
steam function used for? How do I use it? This function allows you to iron the fabrics in situ or on the hanger. To do this, set the iron temperature button to maximum position.• Leave the item on the suspension and gently pull the fabric with one hand.• Intermittently press the steam control
button and move the iron from top to bottom. Since the steam produced is very hot, it softens the fibers and removes wrinkles. Note: Never use the vertical steam function on an object someone is wearing. Can I get steam in every setting? Yes, this is because the steam is generated in a
separate place from the iron sole. This allows you to get steam in the lowest heat environment, such as silks. However, when the iron temperature control is set to the lowest setting, you must also set a low steam output control wheel (depending on the model), otherwise water droplets may
appear in steaming. How to avoid drawing an iron sole? To avoid damaging the sole, follow these tips:• Always place the iron on the rest or base of the heel (depending on the model).• Avoid comparing with abrasive elements (buttons, zip fasteners, etc.). • Never clean the iron sole with
abrasive or metal pads. How to avoid shiny marks on the fabric? In some tissues, especially in tissues of dark color, signs of shiny may appear. We would advise you to iron dark clothes on the outside and use the right temperature. If you compare the fabrics of mixed fibres, set the
temperature of the most brittle fiber. Important: The iron cools longer than it heats up. We recommend starting with fabrics that need to be ironed at low temperatures. What water should I use to compare? • Tap water: Your appliance is designed to work with tap water. If your water is very
cool (hardness is higher than 17°dH or 21°e), mix 50% tap water with 50% distilled water (available in stores). On some seaside areas salt content in your water can be high. In this case, use only distilled water.• Emollient:There are several types of softeners, and in most of them water can
be used in a steam generator. However, some softeners, especially those that use chemicals such as salt, can cause white or brown stains. This is especially true for filter pitchers. If you experience such a problem, we suggest that you try using untreated tap water or bottled water.•
Remember:Never use rainwater, pure demineralised water or pure distilled water from shops or water containing additives (e.g. starch, perfume or water from other household appliances). Such additives can affect the properties of vapors and at high temperatures, form sediment in the
steam generator chamber, which can paint your laundry and cause the device to age early. Maintenance and cleaning How to clean the sole? • Durillium sole: Clean the sole regularly with a damp, non-metallic washing tray. To facilitate the non-correating cleaning of the iron sole, use a
moist sponge on the sole while it is still warm. If cleaning dirt is a problem, use a stick specially made for cleaning durillium soles.• Stainless steel sole:Clean the sole of the iron when it cools with a damp cloth or non-abrasive sponge.• Autoclean sole:It is recommended to use a soft damp
cloth on a warm sole to avoid damaging the surface. Warning: Using the iron remover will damage the automatic coating of your sole. How to maintain a steam generator? Before any maintenance, make sure that the appliance is disconnected and that the sole, boiler and iron rest have
cooled (at least 2 hours after ironing). Do not use any maintenance or for mint product to clean the sole or base unit. Never store the iron or its base unit under the running tap. Cleaning of the base unit:• Clean the plastic parts from time to time with a slightly damp soft cloth. Maintenance of
the boiler (once a month):• Please note: To prolong the efficiency of the boiler and avoid scale deposits, you need to wash the boiler every 10 times (approximately once a month).• Check that the generator is cool and has been disconnected for more than 2 hours.• Slowly loosen the boiler
cover. If your generator boiler has an anti-calocal rod, remove it and wash it under the tap before re-inserting it into the boiler.• Use a jug to fill the boiler with tap water until it is full 3/4.• Gently shake the base unit for a few seconds, then completely empty it over the sink.• For best results, we
recommend that you perform this operation again. If you live in a zone of hard water, do it more often. Most importantly, do not use any forseasing products to clean the boiler, as they can How to descale my steam generator? Descaling operation does not exist however, you can wash the
boiler every 10 uses of the steam generator (see user manual). Never use any rinsing agent or vinegar to rinse the boiler: they may damage it.• Models with scale collector: Wash the scale collector with water. The next time you use the generator, press the restart button to turn off the
orange Anti-calc light (depending on the model).• Models without a scale manifold: Wash the boiler. The next time you use the generator, press the restart button to turn off the orange Anti-calc light (depending on the model). Technical support Should I be concerned about any noise from
my generator? You may hear suction or vibration noise while launching or using a steam generator, along with a click. This is perfectly normal and is just a pump that injects water into the boiler or steam valve opening. Why does my orange light flash after the boiler has just been washed?
When rinsing the boiler, you need to press and hold the restart button for about 3 seconds to stop the flashing of light. Steam escapes from the anti-scale valve plug. The anti-scale valve plug may be incorrectly tightened or the seal inside the lid is dead. Is it normal that the steam cord
warms up during ironing? So. However, if you notice that the steam cord is damaged, or it has been repaired by an authorized maintenance partner. My iron is drip. The iron temperature control is positioned into the type of fabric to be ironed and the steam output is determined (If the setting
temperature control is in synthetic devices, the vapour regulator must be min). During ironing, some drops of water are dripd on the floor. It's normal. Your iron generates a lot of steam; this steam condenses on the board. Some drops of water may have appeared under the ironing board
and fell on the floor. Why doesn't my generator produce steam? If the boiler does not work or lights up the red light on the control panel, although the tank still has water left, we suggest that you check that the water tank is not empty. You can also check the removable water tank
(depending on the model) firmly pressed and press the restart button on the control panel. Also, the steam output control wheel can be set at least (depending on the model); so turn the wheel up to increase steam. Why does my red water light keep flashing? If the red water light flashes,
there is no water in the water tank or the tank is not completely or firmly pushed down. Why does my generator look leaky? This may be due to:• Test use of steam until the iron is not hot enough. Depending on the model of the generator, when comparing at low temperatures, reduce the
steam output, adjust the steam output dial on the control panel. Before ironing, wait, iron temperature control light.• Water may also condense in pipes steam for the first time or not used for some time. In this case, keep the iron away from the ironing board and press the steam control button
until it produces steam.• Excessive use of turbo vapor can cool the iron sole. In this case, stop using the turbo vapor function and let the iron temperature control light up and turn off again before using this function again.• The boiler may be too full. Do not fill it directly up. Why does steam
come from an iron or generator base when switched on, but the iron is not used? The generator's safety mechanism is activated. The generator must be checked by an authorized service agent. Brown streaks come out of the holes in the sole and paint the laundry. • You use chemical for
allied products or additives in water. You should never put these products in a water tank. In this case, contact the approved service centre.• Your washing has not been washed enough or compare a new clothing item before washing. Make sure that you wash clothes thoroughly to remove
soap deposits or chemicals from new clothes that can stick to iron. The sole is dirty or brown and can paint clothes. • Your iron is too hot, check the recommendations in the product guide for temperature control settings.• You use starch. Spray starch only on the other side of the iron fabric.
The iron does not glide very easily. Some laundry starches and synthetic fibres can stick to the surface of the iron. Wipe the Surface of the Iron. Shortly after use, I hear a metal sound. Internal parts can cause metallic noise when the temperature changes. There's nothing wrong with that. Is
it normal that noise is heard from time to time? yes, that's normal. This is due to the cold flow of water into the boiler, which contains hot water. What if my device doesn't work? Follow the instructions for use in the instructions for starting the appliance to make sure that the power socket is
working when another appliance is connected. If it still does not work, do not attempt to disassemble or repair the appliance yourself, instead take it to an approved repair center What to do if my appliance's power cable or cord protection is damaged? Do not use the appliance. To avoid any
danger, replace it with an approved repair centre. Various themes Steam is generated by pressing. Is there any risk? Pressure is at a relatively low level. Your device has two safety systems:• the valve avoids any excess pressure and allows excess steam to escape ;• thermal fuse to
prevent any overheating. What is the difference between a steam generator and a steam station? The steam generator is the most powerful that generates large amounts of powerful steam in a separate boiler unit and pumps to make steam continuously and consistently through the iron
sole directly into the clothes. The benefit is that it halves your ironing time and produces a fantastic ironing finish. The steam station is similar to the usual iron, but has a larger water tank. Water is pumped to iron, and steam is formed in an iron, not in a separate block of the boiler. The
steam output is constant, but not as powerful as the steam generator. Is the lime scale a problem for steam generators? The formation of a lime scale is avoided because the water would not come into direct contact with the heating element outside the tank. However, the tank must be
washed off after 10 uses to avoid lime scale deposits. Is it dangerous to have water and electrical cables together? Two cables are separately insulated; they are protected and strictly inspected. However, if it noticed that the cable had been damaged, it was repaired by an approved repair
centre. What is eco setting for (depending on models)? Eco function allows you to reduce power consumption. This means that less electricity is used, resulting in a little less steam. What is the Autoclean Catalys sole function (by model)? This system prevents the sole from clogged. Its
active coating removes fibers and impurities, which often get stuck in the plate and eventually reduce its slipping. Where can I dispose of my device at the end of its lifetime? Your device contains valuable materials that can be recovered or recycled. Leave it at a local civil waste collection
point. I just opened my new device and I think that's missing part. What should I do? If you think one part is missing, please call the Consumer Services Centre and we will help you find the right solution. Where can I buy accessories, materials or spare parts for my device? Go to the Add-
ons section of the site to easily find everything your product needs. What are the warranty terms for my device? For more information, see the Warranty section of this website. Website.
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